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Important
Before printing, turn off “fit to page” in your print options dialogue box.

To check that your sizing chart printed accurately this square should measure 1 1/2” wide x 1 1/2” high.

Length Measurement

1. Place bottom edge of this sheet against wall on a hard surface.
2. Tape down to prevent any mis-sizing.

2. Place heel of AFO on sizing chart against wall.
3. Be certain to include posterior stop.
4. If foot is longer than brace, include foot.

3. Trace AFOs for accuracy.
4. Match longest point to number on right.
5. If you are between or slightly above line, round up.

4 IMPORTANT

Necessary Adjustments for Circumference
For all AFO’s, TC Flex, DAFO’s, KAFO’s, SMO’s with:

- Solid ankle, instep strap, articulating hinges, posterior stop
  Increase 1 full size

- Turbo boot, posterior stop, hinges, footplates, instep, forefoot and toe strapping:
  Increase 2 sizes
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